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Abstract— This research paper has introduced knowledge-

driven multi-agent technology for automated machine learning in 

time series analysis in the context of human mobility. The main 

objective of this research is to identify unusual human mobility 

using Time Series outlier detection techniques with a more 

efficient multi-agent system. Detection of unusual human 

movement can be helpful for many domains, such as security, 

marketing, and health. A mobile dataset in Hiroshima, Japan 

between 2019-December to 2020-November was used for this 

research. The mobile dataset was converted to time series for 

multiple locations in Hiroshima, Japan. Since many different 

parameters are selected for time series, the message space multi-

agent technique is used. Sub agents are introduced for duplicate 

removal, missing data replacement, and outlier detection. Multiple 

processing agents and a control agent were introduced to predict 

the missing values to improve the efficiency of the model. Finally, 

using the Seasonal-Trend decomposition techniques, unusual 

movements are identified, and unusual human movements are 

plotted with the holidays. Multiple outlier points were detected for 

all the locations, and there were more than a hundred outlier 

points were detected for the selected locations.  

Keywords— Time Series Analysis, Human Movements, Outlier 

Detection, Multi-Agent Technique, Message Space Agent.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unusual human movement identification is important as it is 
used in many domains. Unusual human detection would be 
beneficial mainly for security reasons, where authorities can 
take proactive actions. Furthermore, for a marketing campaign 
identifying the pattern of unusual human movement is helpful to 
enhance the effectiveness of the campaign. The health domain 
is another domain where unusual human movement 
identification will be benefitted. Identifying unusual human 
movements will help detect events such as a pandemic. 
Considering the said requirements, it is important to detect 
unusual human movements.  

Due to the availability of many sophisticated devices, human 
movement data is captured in various technologies and different 
media. IoT devices and mobile devices have the capability of 
capturing human movement. Due to many data points, more 
sophisticated techniques must be utilized for time series 
forecasting. Apart from different types of forecasting, there need 
to be preprocessing tasks for time forecasting such as data 
preparation, data cleaning, stationary testing, and normalization, 
missing values identification and correction, detection and 
correction of the outlier values. In machine learning, automated 
machine learning techniques are used to accomplish the above 
tasks. However, a novel method using knowledge-driven multi-
agent technology is proposed due to the above complexities. Fig. 

1. shows the overview of the multi-agent architecture for time
series forecasting.

Fig. 1. Overview of Multi-Agent architecture for Time Series forecasting 

The main objective of this research is to provide an 
automated novel machine learning approach to time series 
forecasting and time series related preprocessing activities such 
as missing value correction and outlier detection. The proposed 
multi-agent architecture consists of data validation and cleaning, 
data normalization, forecasting, and evaluation agents, and these 
primary agents will have multiple sub-agents. The outlier agent 
is a sub-agent of the data validation and cleaning, which is the 
main focus of this research paper.  

This research paper exposed a method to identify unusual 
human movement using a dataset captured using mobile phones, 
which is part of the more extensive research of time series 
forecasting using multi-agent, as shown in Fig. 1.  

The selected dataset has mobile data collected from people's 
mobile phones in Hiroshima, Japan, for over one year. This 
dataset contains data during the covid-19 lockdown period. The 
main objective of this research paper is to discuss how to convert 
the existing data into a time series, detect missing values and 
replace them, and detect the outliers using multi-agent 
technologies. Since outlier detection requires knowledge-driven 
decision-making, multi-agent technologies are used. Although 
this research paper focuses on specific data sets, the proposed 
multi-agent methodology can be used for many datasets.  

This paper is organized into a literature review, which 
discusses research on time series, outlier detection, and multi-
agent implementation. The Methodology section describes the 
multi-agent model implemented to achieve the said objectives. 
The Implementation section discusses the implementation and 
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results at different sub-agents, and finally, the Concluding 
remarks section summarizes the findings and future work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This paper mainly uses multi-agent and time series 
techniques; hence it was essential to examine the research work 
on multi-agent and time series. The time series technique was 
employed in many domains, such as power and energy [1], 
carbon prices [2], fruit crops production [3], oil production and 
export [4], weather and climate forecasting [5,6], and many 
other domains [7,8].  

In most cases, the time-series technique was employed to 
forecast future continuous numerical values such as electricity 
consumption. This research has used the Augmented Dickey-
Fuller technique [9] to determine whether the time series is 
stationary. In case the time series is non-stationary, the Min-Max 
technique was employed to convert the time series into 
stationary  [1,2].  

Before outlier detection, data cleaning techniques have to be 
applied. The most concerning operations are stationary testing, 
identifying the missing data, and replacing missing values. 
Typically, time series have a high rate of error records due to 
various reasons [10]. AutoML techniques were introduced by 
research [11] to clean univariate time series. This research has 
identified missing data, missing timestamps, outliers, duplicated 
observations, inconsistent data, problems with data types, and 
problems with timestamp format as the error data in a time 
series.  

Automated Data Cleaning (AutoDC) [12] technique was 
introduced to clean the dataset with automated processes. In the 
proposed AutoDC technique, label correction and Data 
augmentation are done. After the AutoDC is performed, the 
improved dataset is presented for forecasting.  

Though these techniques have provided some outlier 
detection levels, they have few limitations in utilizing the best 
combination. To cover the above research gap, this research has 
proposed a multi-agent technique. Therefore, multi-agent 
technologies were examined concerning time series and outlier 
detections.  

Multi-Agent technology is used in many research and there 
are many implementations for time series forecasting using 
multi-agent technologies. Preprocessing and aggregation multi-
agents were used to extract data from three sources [13]. The 
multi-agent system was used in another research for forecasting 
financial time series [14]. Adaptive multi-agents were 
developed in this research for the selected number of time series 
techniques with selected parameters. This research has a limited 
number of techniques and is not extensible.  

Azure Machine Learning is a Microsoft-developed cloud 
platform that supports MLOPs and AutoML  [15]. This AutoML 
platform facilitates forecasting techniques with the selected 
evaluation techniques. Hence this platform does not provide 
missing value replacement stationary testing, data processing, 
and outlier detection. Auto_TS: Auto_TimeSeries [16] is a 
python library that automatically builds multiple Time Series 
models. Auto_TimeSeries lets you build and select multiple time 
series models using techniques such as ARIMA, SARIMAX, 

VAR, decomposable (trend + seasonality + holidays) models, 
and ensemble machine learning models.  

Furthermore, Auto_TimeSeries technique uses either RMSE 
or Normalized RMSE as evaluation techniques. However, 
Auto_TimeSeries expects clean Time series data, which is the 
research gap that is filled by the proposed multi-agent method in 
this research. The Azure machine learning (AML) platform has 
outlier detection capabilities [17], but most configurations 
should be done manually. AML has used the Martingale 
framework with six different implementations [18]. Research 
[19] was done to detect the distributed denial of service attacks 
using time series anomaly detection techniques. ARIMA, LSTM 
ensemble technique was proposed in the research. All the 
research that was discussed have indicated the requirement of a 
robust and knowledge-driven multi-agent system to detect the 
outlier in time series.  

Research [20] has presented an implementation of an 
intelligent multi-agent system to troubleshoot issues in a Service 
(SaaS) Environment using Multi-Agent Technology. This 
research paper has adapted Message Space Agent (MSA) 
architecture which is the extension of Blackboard architecture 
proposed by another researcher [21].   

Having identified the research, the main objective of this 
research is to implement a knowledge driven agent system to 
detect unusual human mobility using time series techniques.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed research architect consists of four main 
components: data processing, missing value detection and 
replacement, stationary validation, and outlier detection as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. High level overview of unusual data detection in Time Series  

In this method, it is required to convert the state space data 
to time series that is collected through mobile phones. Due to the 
large volume of data, removing the duplicate data is required 
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before converting it to time series data. Since this research 
determines the unusual human movement at the different 
locations in Hiroshima, Japan, latitude and longitude 
information should be converted to the time series using geo-
functions.  

The next step is to identify the missing value and correct 
them with valid values as time series need continuous data 
without any missing values. After missing values are detected 
and replaced, stationary testing should be done before 
proceeding to the outlier detection.  

As indicated, a message space multi-agent mechanism is 
proposed to detect unusual human movements as shown in Fig. 
3. In this multi-agent architecture, data type validation, 
timestamp format validation, and stationary testing are simple 
processing agents and do not require any knowledge base. 
However, all the other agents, missing values, duplicate value 
detection, data normalization, and outlier detection need their 
own knowledge bases. These knowledge bases have their own 
updatable ontology with the knowledge emerging capability. 

  In the multi-agent architecture in Fig. 3., precedence is set, 
which means pre-validation, data processing, missing value 
identification, missing value correction, stationary testing, data 
normalization, and outlier detection should happen in the order. 
These tasks cannot run in parallel, and agent architecture should 
enforce the sequence nature of execution. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed Multi-Agent architecture to detect unusual human movements.  

The next important component in the proposed multi-agent 
system is the missing value detection and replacing the missing 
values with the possible ones. as time series analysis needs a 
continuous dataset, missing values cannot be ignored and must 
correct the missing values.  

 

Fig. 4. Detecting missing values and correcting missing values using multi 
agents  

As shown in Fig. 4. regression techniques and the simple rule 
technique were used to correct the missing values. If all the 
previous and next values for a given data point are zero, then the 
missing value will be zero which is corrected by the simple rule 
technique. The best regression model was selected by comparing 
the Root Mean Squared Error value. By implementing the 
regression model, missing values are corrected.  

However, due to the high number of missing values in 
typical time series data and proposed regression techniques, it 
will take substantial time to correct missing values. Therefore, 
this research has suggested self-emerging multiple parallel 
processing agents. Further, these agents are re-startable agents 
where it can start from where it left off rather than starting from 
the beginning at every time.  

Once missing values are corrected, time-series dataset is 
available for outlier detection. Since time series are being used 
for outlier detection, verifying the stationary validation for the 
derived time series is necessary. Augmented Dicky fuller is 
proposed for stationary testing.  

Out of the available outlier detection techniques, Seasonal-
Trend decomposition (STL) using locally estimated scatterplot 
smoothing (LOESS) is chosen to detect outliers [22], as shown 
in Fig. 5, STL decomposition.  

 
Fig. 5. Decomposition of Time Series using STL (LOESS).  
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After decomposing time series into trend, seasonal and 
residual, residual is further analyzed to detect outliers. The range 
is defined for different k values as shown in EQ 1. 

Upper range = µ + ( k * σ ) 

     EQ (1) 

Lower range = µ - ( k * σ ) 

Where, µ - Mean for the residual series, σ – standard 
deviation of the residual, k – different values for band factor that 
will decide the outliers.  

Fig. 6. shows the range when k = 3. By changing the band 
factor to different values, outliers for different time series can be 
identified. Outliers are the data points that are failing outside the 
band as in the case of Fig. 6., and there are two outliers.  

 

Fig. 6. Residual Band Factor to identify outliers.   

Different values of k are used for different locations, and 
those k values are identified using multi-agent technologies.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Since the message space agent technique is proposed as the 
solution, it is essential to understand the stages of agents' 
implementation, their task(s), and decisions associated with the 
relevant multi-agent, as shown in TABLE I.  

TABLE I.  DIFFERENT AGENTS, AGENT TYPES, TASKS, AND DECISIONS  

Agent Agent Type Task Decision 

Time Series 
Conversion  

Knowledge Convert State Space data 
to numerical 

Selection 
of time 
range 

Distance 
Calculation 

Knowledge Calculate the distance for 
a given location 

Distance 
between 
the human 
and the 
location 

Row 
Selection 

Process Removal of the location 
where sufficient data is 
not available. 

 

Missing 
Value 
Identification 

Process Identification of missing 
values. 

 

Missing 
Value 
Corrections 

Knowledge / 
Rule 

Correcting the missing 
values either by rule or 
from the regression. 

 

Best 
regression 
model 

 

Outlier 
Detection 

Knowledge Detecting the outlier 
human movements. 

Best band 

The original data set has 112,318,484 records and time series 
conversion, distance calculation, and row selection were made 
through multi-agents.  

This dataset indicates missing data values as there are 
different data points for the same time period. Missing value 
identification is a process agent, and the next task is replacing 
missing values. As discussed, the regression technique is used to 
correct the missing values by using attributes such as location, 
day, hour, month, day of the week, visits at the previous hour, 
visits at the next hour, visits at next week, visits at the previous 
week, visits at next week, visits at the previous week, visits at 
next month and visits at the previous month. TABLE II. shows 
Root Mean Squared Error values for different regression 
techniques. 

TABLE II.  DIFFERENT REGRESSION TECHNIQUES WITH ROOT MEAN 

SQUARED ERROR 

Regression Technique Root Mean 
Squared Error 

Decision Forest Regression 6.65 

Bayesian Linear Regression 6.92 

Boosted Decision Tree Regression 6.11 

Linear Regression 6.92 

Neural Network Regression 7.08 

Poisson Regression 18.08 

 

Boosted decision tree regression was selected as it has the 
lowest Root Mean Squared Error value. The selected model is 
deployed as a web service so that model is consumed very 
efficiently. After the model is deployed, missing values are 
predicted.  

TABLE III. shows the number of records that were identified 
from the regression prediction and from the rule. 

TABLE III.  COMBINATION OF DATA AFTER MISSING VALUE 

CORRECTION 

Location 

Record Count 

Start  Replace by  
Prediction 

Replace 
by Rule 

Total 

Hiroshima Castle 8,377 408 - 8,785 

Hiroshima Botanical 
Garden 

4,841 3175 729 8,745 

Hiroshima Station 8,773 12 - 8,785 

Ballpark 8,682 103 - 8,785 

Hiroshima Prefectural 8,734 51 - 8,785 

Kamiyacho 8,770 15 - 8,785 

Hiroshima MOCA 8,530 253 2  

Bomb Site 8,723 61 - 8,785 

Hiroshima City Hall 8,785 - - 8,785 

Hachobori, Hiroshima 8,785 - - 8,785 
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Except for the two locations (Hiroshima Botanical Garden 
and Hiroshima MOCA), all the other locations missing data was 
predicted from the regression model.  

Multiple parallel agents were used to replace the missing 
values to improve performance and scalability. TABLE IV. 
shows the number of predictions done by each agent and the 
duration for each agent to process.  

TABLE IV.  PERFORMANCE OF REGRESSION AGENTS 

Agent # Number of 
Prediction 

Duration 
(Minutes) 

Agent 1 277 7 

Agent 2 242 164 

Agent 3 222 216 

Agent 4 253 14 

Agent 5 247 157 

Agent 6 218 282 

Agent 7 227 194 

Agent 8  226 230 

Agent 9 262 3 

Agent 10 241 58 

Agent 11 249 72 

 

After the missing data replacement is completed, stationary 
testing was carried out. Augmented Dicky-Fuller (ADF) test was 
done from the process agent and the results are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. ADF Statistics for Different Locations vs critical values 1%, 5%, and 
10%.   

When analysing ADF statistics, the time series of the 
Kamiyacho, Hiroshima location is non-stationary. This research 
has ignored the non-stationary locations and outlier detections 
were carried out for the stationary locations.  

Then decomposition of the time series using STL using 
LOESS was done to detect the outliers in Time Series.  

 

 

TABLE V.  NUMBER OF OUTLIERS FOR DIFFERENT LOCATIONS AND 

DIFFERENT BAND FACTORS 

Location Band Factor 

3 4 5 6 

Hiroshima Castle 74 27 13 13 

Hiroshima Botanical Garden 94 25 6 4 

Hiroshima Station 159 54 16 4 

Ballpark 105 32 11 1 

Hiroshima Prefectural Office 147 50 15 5 

Hiroshima MOCA 96 28 12 5 

Bomb Site 120 28 5 3 

Hiroshima City Hall 93 13 2 1 

Hachobori, Hiroshima 144 34 9 0 

 

After the decomposition, the residual dataset was selected, 
and four different band factors were considered, which are 3,4,5, 
and 6. TABLE V. shows the number of outliers for different 
locations for different band factors. 

Multi-agents define the selection of the band factor that suits 
each location. Once the outliers are detected, outliers are plotted 
in red colour. To further analyse the detected outliers, holidays 
are plotted differently. 

 

Fig. 8. Unusual movement of humans for a selected location. 

Fig. 8. shows the detected outliers for the location of 
Hiroshima Station. Holidays are indicated in the above graph in 
order to avoid confusion.  

Apart from the unusual movements during the holidays, 
more outliers can be detected for the location at different hours.  

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This research has used multi-agent technologies to detect 
unusual human movement by converting the state-space data to 
time series data. A mobile dataset in Hiroshima, Japan, was used 
to prove the proposed concept. Missing value correction was 
done by the rule and regression technique as time series require 
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a continuous dataset. Multiple self-emerging processing agents 
were proposed to improve scalability and performance. After the 
stationary test was done using the ADF and by using the STL 
technique,  outliers were detected. These outliers were plotted 
with the holidays so that a better analysis could be done. This 
research can be extended to multiple outlier detection techniques 
as this research is only limited to one technique.  

This research can be extended by fixing the non-stationary 
issue by including another multi-agent. Further, external factors 
such as weather data and events can be incorporated into this 
dataset to predict more accurate outliers.  
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